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FORTHCOMING
EVENTS
C1 exam preparation webinar
Wednesday 18th January 2017

C2 exam preparation webinar
Wednesday 25th January 2017

C3 exam preparation webinar
Wednesday 1st February 2017

NI member event

Improvements to Diploma
qualification in 2017
Your Institute is pleased to announce that we will be rolling
out a new and improved exam process for our Diploma
qualification, with transitional arrangements in place for
those who are currently working towards this qualification.
So, what will the new exam process involve?
Candidates will be required to pass the following three exam
papers in order to attain their Diploma qualification.

DP1 – The Principles of Insurance Part One
DP2 – The Principles of Insurance Part Two
DP3 – Customer Service and Ethics
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Each exam will include 10 questions
which are to be answered in short
essay style format. Candidates will
be able to complete these computer
based exams at exam centres
throughout the world at a date
and time to suit them.
Why change the exam process
for the Diploma qualification?
As an Institute we regularly seek
feedback on our qualifications from
candidates and employers. We have
recognised that the step from the
multiple choice Cert CILA exams to the
C1 exam paper was not helpful to our
members. The new Diploma exam
process provides a more appropriate
level of progression in terms of exam
format and duration. We have also
acknowledged that the learning
material for the Diploma could be
more relevant to the work our
members and so the new Diploma
syllabus and learning material will
reflect this.
In addition candidates and employers
regularly tell us that computer based
exams work really well for them and so
in updating the Diploma exam process
we thought it was a good opportunity
to move all of the Diploma exams to
a computer based approach.
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When will the new exam process
be implemented?
We anticipate that candidates will
be able to apply to sit the new
Diploma exams from July 2017.
We will continue to issue updates to
members and publish information
on the CILA website.
Will I receive dispensation for
Diploma exams I have already
passed and will pass in 2017?
Yes, most definitely. Your Institute
ensures that candidates are treated
fairly. The current Diploma exams
will be available until 31st December
2017 and full credit will be given for
papers passed.
What will the new syllabus include?
The new Diploma syllabus will include
the principles of insurance and
associated law (which is wholly
consistent with the current C1 exam
syllabus). It will also include subjects
relating to customer service and ethics.
Where and when will I be able
to take the exams?
The exams will be held in the same
venues as the current Certificate
examinations and so they can be
taken at a place and time that
suits you.

How and when will I receive
my result?
You will be notified via your MyCILA
account, usually within 28 days of
taking the examination.
What level of qualification is the
new Diploma?
We have worked with Bournemouth
University to ensure that our Diploma
qualification continues to be
benchmarked as a level four
qualification.
Will the new qualification meet
the Apprenticeship Trailblazers
requirements?
We work very closely with the
Apprenticeship Trailblazer group for
insurance and have been recognised
as a qualifying body in this regard.
Who is eligible to attempt the
Diploma qualification?
CILA members who have successfully
attained their Cert CILA qualification
are able to enter the Diploma exams.
The Institute currently has over 700
members who are eligible to attempt
their Diploma qualification.

With increasing numbers
of members taking our
examinations (a tenfold
increase since 2010), we
place upmost importance
on delivering the very
best in professional
qualifications and we
look forward to
celebrating the continued
qualification success of
our members in 2017.
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Qualification Success

Elevations since the October 2016 edition of Claims Focus

New Advanced Diploma Holders
• Stephen Barbara

The LMI Group

• Wayne Kilpatrick

• Gillian Barlow

AXA Insurance

• Luke Brannigan

Davies Group Limited

• Eoin Lawless	Crawford & Company
New Zealand

• Steve Caffrey

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Gary Clift

McLarens Aviation

• Lindsay Cubbage

Williams Pitt Ltd

• Timothy Dalton

Vericlaim UK Ltd

• Michael Dinan

Agrical Ltd

• Steven McGhee

Zurich General Insurance

• Ronald McGuchan

Crawford & Company

• Stuart Morgan

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• John Newnes

Vericlaim UK Ltd

• Kirstine O’Donnell

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Eoin Russell

McLarens

• Andrew Flower-Simmonds

Vericlaim UK Ltd

• Jane Galilee

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Benny Sakala	African Grey
Insurance Limted

• Neil Hanson

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Mark Simm

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Mark Harris

Crawford & Company

• Paul Summery

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Giles Holland

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Richard Taylor

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Katarzyna Hoyle

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• David James

Hiscox Insurance

• Andrew Walsh	Cunningham Lindsey
(Australia) Pty Ltd

• Jeremiah Joel
• Felix Kahembe

FM Global

• Paul Whitehouse

Vericlaim UK Ltd

• Christopher Wylie	Whitelaw Loss Adjusters
& Surveyors

• Alastair Kidd 	Arab Loss Adjusters
International

New Diploma Holders
• Stefan Bachmann	Cunningham Lindsey
Zorn GHBH
• Claire Cole

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Joanne Kennedy

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Laura Mellars

Williams Pitt Ltd

• Miles Perrin	Woodgate and
Clark Limited
• Simon Wheeler

Cunningham Lindsey UK

This publication has been made available by the Chartered Institute of Loss Adjusters solely for the use and convenience of the reader. By making this
publication available the CILA does not offer any endorsement or recommendation of the views and opinions expressed therein. For a full explanation
of the terms and conditions upon which the CILA provides this publication please see our full disclaimer available on the Institute website.
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Qualification Success

Elevations since the October 2016 edition of Claims Focus

New Certificate Holders
• Stephanie Brook

Davies Group Limited

• Richard Butler

Charles Taylor Adjusting

• Joe Fitzpatrick

Davies Group Limited

• Katherine Hay

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• John Haynes

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Jessica Holdway

Davies Group Limited

• Chantal Huddart

Quadra Claims Services Ltd

• Michael Jackson
• Lewis James

Vericlaim UK Ltd

• Nicola Jones

Davies Group Limited

• Muhammad Khan

• Pierre Kurdy	Cairo Inspectorate
Organisation
• Gemma Larkin

Calor Gas Limited

• John Lawson

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Christopher Leith
• Sorin Lutas
• Tinashe Marungudzi

LMCI Zambia

• Garry McKenna

Davies Group Limited

• Jonathan McNulty

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Craig Wilson

Cunningham Lindsey UK

• Richard Wilson

Crawford & Company
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News from Europe
In early November the CILA
Executive Director, Malcolm Hyde,
met with Insurance Europe and
the European Federation of
Insurance Intermediaries (BIPAR).
Malcolm attended these meetings
on behalf of the European
Federation of Loss Adjusting
Experts (FUEDI).
The topics of discussion will be
of interest to members as they
included the views being expressed
about the future of claims handling
and some of the key drivers in this
regard. This article focuses on two
issues which were discussed with
Insurance Europe.

VAT and Loss Adjusting services
in relation to the VAT case of
Finanseu V Aspro
This is a Polish case where it has
been suggested that claims handling
might not be exempt from VAT.
Whilst this may ultimately have
only limited impact on the UK due
to BREXIT, the principles of this well
reported case may have an indirect
impact in the future.
Numerous comments can be found
on this topic and the following article,
written by a VAT consultant, provides
an initial overview of the key points:
http://www.thevatconsultancy.com/
vat-insurance-intermediaryservices-aspiro/

Motor telematics
This issue is concerned with advancing
motor vehicle technology and the
impact of the amount of data that
is now being collected in relation to
motor vehicle use and how this may
be used by motor manufacturers
and insurers.
There is recognition that different
technologies should be treated
differently. In particular, reference
was made to cross border use of
automotive technology. For example,
if motor vehicles are equipped to be
“driverless” a decision would need
to be reached on how would this
operate across borders and perhaps
a common platform will be required?
Whilst this, on the face of it, appears
to relate to motor issues in reality it
has far wider impacts. With artificial
intelligence and greater use of data
to control machines, the temperature
of offices, factories and homes, there
could be a meaningful shift in
liability claims towards
Products liability and of
course Product recall.
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Kennedys are lead sponsors of the CILA
Construction, Energy & Engineering SIG

Cyber threats becoming one of the

most prevalent threats to
high net worth individuals
We live in a world of increasing cyber threats and exposures.
In recent times, data breaches have dominated the headlines.
Cyber attackers though are not simply focusing on attacks
which have a large scale effect or disruption to users.
What we are increasingly seeing is
that cyber attackers are focusing
on those targets where they can
obtain the best potential value
from an attack.
High net worth (HNW) individuals tick
all the boxes for a potentially high
return value cyber attack. HNWs have
vast financial resources to steal from.
They have reputations that can be
tainted. HNWs might hold potentially
valuable commercial data on their
computers or they might have a high
public profile, which makes them an
ideal target for cyber trolling, online
bullying, privacy intrusions and cyber
stalking. In addition, many HNW
individuals have a number of
employees and third parties who
manage their homes and finances.
The trusted third party may not have
malicious intent; but they may be the
unknowing pathway into the HNW
individual’s network or personal data.
The further attraction of HNW’s to
cyber attackers is that many such
persons often have inadequate cyber
security arrangements in place.
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As a result, cyber threats are quickly
becoming one of the most prevalent
security threats to HNW individuals.
Understanding the threats
Cyber threats are not unique to HNW
individuals. But HNW individuals are at
a greater risk to these threats because
they offer a greater reward potential
for cyber criminals. Let’s consider
some of these threats in the context
of the HNW.
Ransomware is a form of malware
that locks an individual’s device or
restricts access to user files until the
ransom is paid and a decryption key
provided by the hacker. HNW are ideal
targets as cyber criminals see such
persons as having the means to pay
the ransom and many such persons
might prefer to just pay the ransom
rather than have the hassle of their
computer access locked.
Spear phishing attacks in general
seek to trick victims into revealing
confidential information by posing as
a legitimate website or email or caller.

Most commonly the targets are asked
to open an email attachment which
upon doing so their computer
becomes infected with malware or
they are re-directed to a spoof website
where any information they enter
could be captured. Spear phishing,
as the name implies, focuses on a
select few targets, often just a single
HNW individual.
Wi-Fi spoofing and man in the
middle (MITM) attacks. Technology
is everywhere in today’s HNW’s
household. While companies are
constantly investing to tighten their
cyber security procedures the cyber
security around most home Wi-Fi
networks and Smart Technology falls
short. Hackers are increasingly turning
their attention to home networks.
Of particular interest are the home
networks of HNW individuals, CEO’s
and other executives because of
their potential access to valuable
trade secrets, corporate financial
information and simply because of
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their level of wealth. If, for instance,
a home Wi-Fi network is not properly
secured the HNW could be susceptible
to a MITM and Wi-Fi spoofing attacks.
MITM is where an attacker secretly sits
between the HNW’s computer and the
web sites they are accessing; capturing
the communication or relaying it on.
With Wi-Fi spoofing an attacker
creates a Wi-Fi account that is named
similar to the HNW’s network to trick
their computer into connecting to it.
Public networks. Public and open
Wi-Fi hotspots such as those in hotels
or airports are inherently unsecure,
even those that require a password.
Hackers are increasingly targeting
luxury hotel Wi-Fi networks to
access HNW individuals. Recently a
vulnerability in the Wi-Fi routers used
by many luxury hotels was discovered,
which enabled cyber criminals to
install a keystroke logger malware
on the guest’s computers.
Third parties: the weakest link?
Anyone with access to the HNW’s
house and technology or systems
can leave the HNW more vulnerable
to identity theft and other forms of
cyber- attack. What might happen for
example is that the personal assistant
of a HNW individual might receive an
email request from the HNW boss
asking the assistant to transfer funds
to a familiar sounding third party
account. The email might come
from the boss’ personal email address
and seem authentic but it is a bogus
email from a cyber attacker posing
as the boss.
Cyber cover for high net
worth individuals
One of the most notable recent cyber
insurance developments, particularly
in the US, has been the introduction of

bespoke cyber cover that is designed to
protect the high net worth individual.
Some of the covers emerging include:
Cyber bullying insurance to cover
the impact of internet bullying.
Cover includes the cost of counselling,
lost income if the HNW is off work,
reputational management to clean
up any online smears and help from
digital forensic specialists to trace
the abuse.
High value homeowners insurance
which includes cover for:
• Financial loss – for unauthorised
use of credit cards and electronic
fund transfers resulting from
cyber attacks.
• Identity theft restoration – the costs
to restore the HNW individual’s
credit record and personal identity
resulting from a cyber attack.
• Liability for claims and lawsuits
brought against the HNW individual
or their family for cyber related
property damage or personal injury.
For instance, if a hacker uses the
HNW individual’s social profile and
posts defamatory comments or
exposes sensitive business
communications that are damaging
to a third party. Or the HNW or the
child of a HNW is accused of cyber
bullying or online harassment
• Cyber extortion and ransomware
cover which cover the payment of
genuine threats along with the
negotiation, handling, contracting
and delivery of monies.
Prevention better than cure
HNW individuals have exposures
to the same types of cyber security
issues more typically associated

with large corporations. Yet without
IT departments protecting the HNW
individual’s networks and responding
to threats the HNW are enticing cyber
attack targets. Consequently, a trend
is emerging in the US where extra
cyber security and monitoring services
are being either being offered as an
add-on to the basic cyber cover
depending on the HNW’s specific
needs alternatively some insurers are
including such services as part of their
HNW cyber offering on the basis that
prevention is better than cure. There is
also a growing recognition by insurers
that good cyber protection is not all
about technology: cyber education is
key. Some of these services include:
• Cyber security monitoring. This
service recognises that traditional
anti-virus products alone are not
enough to defend against the
advanced cyber threats that HNW’s
face. Such a service provides a
robust IT security strategy that
includes for instance security
hardware, monitoring, cyber
intelligence and analytic analysis.
• Cyber 24/7 concierge. Security
experts are available to answer
questions and assist with any cyber
issues a HNW might encounter.
• Cyber shield services. Such types
of services provide an alarm
system or emergency responder
to a cyber attack.
• Cyber safety checks. This type of
service includes IT audits and risk
assessments of all those connected
to the HNW and even IT training for
employees and family members on
cyber security awareness.
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Building the career you want
by the Women in CILA group
On the 9th of November the
Women in CILA Steering Group
hosted an interactive event
entitled “Building the Career
you Want”.
Whilst the session was open to all
members, it was the third in a series
of events specifically designed to
encourage, support and champion
women within our profession.
The importance of gender diversity
has long been recognised. It widens
the talent pool, improves employee
engagement, enhances
performance and enables an
organisation to better represent
its diverse customer base. In short,
the fact that women are seriously
underrepresented within loss
adjusting is bad for business.

Having identified some of the barriers
women face, the Women in CILA
group decided on a session designed
to define what ‘career success’ looks
like and provide some of the tools
and strategies needed to succeed.
The setting was the traditionally male
bastion of the Old Lloyds Library and
for those hoping to see the first female
president elected to the Whitehouse
on 9th November, it was not to be!
44 delegates enjoyed an insightful
introduction by Candy Holland which
was followed by a lively interactive
session from Katherine Bryant (a
Career Coach with The Progress
Partnership, who has previously spent
more than 18 years working in the
insurance sector). The discussion
was overwhelmingly positive and the

enthusiasm of the delegates to
make a bigger contribution in the
workplace was inspiring.
Katherine’s toolkit (which can be
downloaded by clicking on the link
below) along with advice and
observations from the floor, and the
networking opportunities afforded,
will undoubtedly assist in our quest
to develop female talent within
our sector.
http://bit.ly/NISPToolkit

We look forward to seeing more
of you at the next event.
Kim Alcock
LLM ACII FCILA AInstLM
Director, Strategic Accounts
& Business Development
Davies Group Limited

Reinstatement:
A Claimant SIG Perspective
On Tuesday 22nd November the CILA Claimant SIG held an afternoon
seminar on the subject of reinstatement. The event was kindly hosted by
Edwin Coe who are lead sponsors of the CILA Claimant SIG.
The speaker was Roger Franklin who is a partner at
Edwin Coe. Roger structured his talk around the recent
Court of Appeal case, Western Trading Ltd versus Great
Lakes Reinsurance UK Plc.
He provided the background to the case and explored the
key points that were presented by both the defence and
the claimant. Of particular interest to adjusters were the
discussions around the intention to reinstate, contractual
obligations to reinstate and the economic viability of
reinstatement.
The talk also included reference to key cases such as
Reynolds v Phoenix Assurance Co Ltd (1978), Leppard
v Excess Insurance (1979), Mclean Enterprises Ltd v
Ecclesiastical Insurance (1986) and Lonsdale &
Thompson v Black Arrow Group (1993).
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This event was one of the most popular CILA seminars
of 2016 and the feedback from those who attended
has been great:

“A very well delivered seminar by
a knowledgeable speaker on an
important case.”
“Very relevant subject, totally up
to date and superbly presented.”
Members will be pleased to know that Roger will be
repeating his talk in Leeds on Thursday 23rd February 2017.
Book your place now via the CILA website

The Chartered Institute of Loss Adjusters

Representing and
supporting members who
handle claims at a desk
The CILA Special Interest Groups (SIGs) bring together
members who share an interest in a particular type of
claim or have a common perspective on our profession.
Our Claims Management SIG represents those
members who predominantly handle claims at a desk
and with over 600 members signed up, it is essential
that we reflect and support this important sector of
our membership.
Earlier this year Alan Walker of Arthur J Gallagher kindly
took on the role of Chair of the CILA Claims Management
SIG. Alan is a Chartered Loss Adjuster who has spent the
majority of his career as an external field adjuster within
loss adjusting firms. His move to an insurance broker last
year has provided him with insight into claims
management roles and as a result he has become a
passionate advocate of the skills and talents of those
who handle claims at a desk.
New Claims Management SIG Committee
In order to develop the CILA Claims Management SIG,
Alan sought support from the CILA membership and a
diverse committee of volunteers has been established:

Patricia Davies – NHBC
Sonia Davies – Davies Group
Ruth Delacour – RiskSTOP
Tamara Hamilton-Thomas – Price Forbes
Ross McPherson – QuestGates
Claire Mear – Antell Insurance Associates Ltd
Dominic Page – Cunningham Lindsey UK
Bryan Regan – AIG
Jim Robins – Allianz
Paul Sturges – Crawford & Company
Helen Walker – McLarens

What do claims management
members want and need?
The first action of this newly formed committee has
been to survey the Claims Management SIG membership
to learn more about the day to day work of members,
their career aspirations and the type of support that
would help them in their professional development.
We would encourage members who work in claims
management roles to complete this short online survey
as it will help the committee to design and deliver
activities that are of genuine benefit.
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/TKT22PN
Looking to the future – the Internet of Things
Handling claims at a desk, and perhaps in non-loss
adjusting environment such as a broker or insurer,
provides a different perspective on claims handling.
The members of the Claims Management SIG
committee come from an interesting blend of
backgrounds and so bring valuable insight into
developments which are happening in the wider
insurance market.
A member of the committee, Tamara Hamilton-Thomas,
has written a paper entitled The Internet of Things –
So What? In this paper Tamara shares her thoughts on
how technology is changing the nature of insurance risk,
along with the expectations of policyholders. She also
reflects on how claims may evolve in the future and
the potential influence of data on insurance solutions
of the future.

Read Tamara’s paper via the link below:
http://www.cila.co.uk/cila/downloads/sigdownloads/claims-management/files-11/239the-internet-of-things-so-what/file
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A Day in the Life with Sonia Davies
Sonia Davies, 26, works as an Associate (Inspector) at Davies Group
and recently began volunteering on the CILA Claims Management
Special Interest Group. She lives in Farnham, Surrey.
“Through my job I get to meet so many interesting
people on a daily basis. No day is the same – they differ
depending on my workload and where I have to travel
to. Some days it may just be one place, others it could
be four or five.
I began my career in insurance five years ago in an office
based role. I enjoyed the technical aspect of claims
handing and moved to work in property claims, where I
have been working as an Inspector for the last two years.
I find the most satisfying part of my job is being able to
help others. Insurance can carry a stigma with some
people, so it’s nice to see them pleasantly surprised
when things work out well.
In an office you have the beauty of being able to swivel
around on your chair and discuss a claim with a colleague.
Through working on the road, you learn by seeing and
making your own judgements and you have to think on
your feet, although help is just a phone call away. In the
beginning, I would often take photos of different materials
on site and send them to my colleagues to find out what
they were!
Driving to claims means that you get to know where all
the service stations are pretty quickly. I often stop off at
Costa coffee (other coffee shops are available!) for a hot
chocolate or a chicken fajita wrap on the way – lunch is
always on the go. Being in the car a lot would be boring
if I didn’t have any music – I love turning up the volume
and listening to Radio 1.
10
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On a typical day, I mainly visit people’s houses, but
occasionally I will have a claim at a commercial property.
After meeting with the policyholder, I will inspect the
damage and create a report and scope for the repairs
required – something I normally do while still on site.
The claim will then be handed back to my colleagues in
the office to manage.
I am lucky that I get to visit towns and cities all over the
country through my work. My favourite place to go is Cornwall
– I often stay over there on claims and I enjoy going for runs
on the beach when work is finished for the day.
There is not a specific ‘end of the day’ time while you work
on the road. The plus side to this is that there is a lot of
flexibility around your schedule and you learn how to time
manage a lot better. I have studied towards my CILA
Certificate in between work and soon I will be studying
towards my CILA Diploma.
I can see myself in Claims Management in the next ten
years. Although this is not the career path I had in mind
the moment I left school, it is challenging, rewarding and
I look forward to going to work every day.”

Interview and article by Hanna Fillingham,
freelance journalist
https://hannafillingham.wordpress.com/
freelance-writing
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